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  This short presentation will summarize quantitative research comparing task 
characteristics in terms of factors leading to incidental vocabulary acquisition in 
EFL. The investigation uses Laufer and Hulstijn's (2001) construct of 
Task-Induced Involvement. 240 tenth grade high school learners from two 
different schools were tested pre-post tasks for receptive knowledge of 15 
vocabulary items found within a pedagogical text. The two populations varied in 
levels of vocabulary knowledge. Two conditions were compared; a task that creates 
‘moderate evaluation’, and a task that creates ‘strong evaluation’. In both 
populations, the task creating a ‘strong evaluation’ (Original Sentences) was found 
to be more effective at enabling retention one-week post task than the ‘moderate 
evaluation’ (Gap Fill) task. Furthermore, the population with the higher initial 
level of vocabulary knowledge seemed to benefit relatively more from the strong 
evaluation task. 
 

Involvement Load 
 

 Need Search Evaluation 
none (  ) (  ) (  ) 
moderate ( + ) ( + ) 
strong ( + + ) 

( + ) 
( + + ) 

 
Background leading to construct: 
 questions about explicit knowledge transferring to implicit 
   strong, weak, or no interface  
     noticing and attention 
  length of time in short term memory VS. depth of processing hypothesis 
   What’s a ‘level’ of depth? Which level is deeper? We need an operationalisable 
   definition. 
Need = need to achieve, drive to comply with task requirements. 
Search = attempt to find meaning of unknown L2 word, or L2 word expressing concept 
Evaluation = comparison of a given word with other words, meanings, contexts. 
Moderate/Strong distinction = learner initiated vs. externally provided i.e. original 
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compositions vs. gap fill texts.  
1) Retention when incidental is conditional upon task factors: need, search, evaluation. 
2) Other factors being equal, level of involvement will determine retention. 
3) Other factors being equal, tasks designed with higher involvement will be more 

effective for vocabulary retention. 
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Words to be targeted in research: Peer Selected 
   Problems with nonsense words… 
   Frequency (web: lextutor, vocabprofiler) K2 & AWL vs. Peer Selected. 56% hit (claimed 
unknown), 31% miss (not claimed). 

 
Examples of tasks 
Moderate Evaluation, Need: 

She (    ) him for their (          ) troubles. 
financial 金銭上の A: fill the blanks above with one of the words to the 

right. blame ~の責任にする／~のせいにする 
B: Answer the questions below. 
Q１: Is she angry? 
Q2: What does she think he did? 

 
Strong Evaluation, Need: 

She ( blames ) him for their ( financial ) troubles. 
A: Make original sentences with the following words from the text. 

blame ~の責任にする／~のせいにする  
financial 金銭上の  
B: Answer the questions below. 
Q１: Is she angry? 
Q2: What does she think he did? 
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Results:  
  Strong Evaluation wins. Higher initial vocabulary level may increase comparative 
effectiveness. 

 
 
Possible pedagogic implications: Strong Evaluation 
 
 Productive vocabulary learning tasks over receptive tasks 
i.e. 
 Pushed output tasks 
 Content-based composition tasks 
 Tasks that make target productive use obligatory 

 
Issues with the model: 
 How many moderates does it take to beat a strong? (Folse says 3) Doesn’t a moderate 
happen as a precursor to a strong? Is necessarily more time spent on a strong? (Webb says 
this.) 
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